
 

 

 

 

Albert Scott speaks the Nakawē (Saulteaux) language. Born and raised at Kinistin Saulteaux Nation 
reserve. Went to Muscowequan Indian Residential School (Lestock) for 7 years. Ōskābēhos (Traditional server) and 
Nitamabīgan (Sitting Elder). Albert works for the Saskatoon Tribal Council as a Language & Culture Coordinator, since 2013. He has 
worked at the Kinistin School teaching Language and Culture. Worked at Tisdale Middle Secondary School (T.M.S.S.) as a Success 
Coach, plus, teaching the Nakawē 10, 20 and 30 classes. Albert is a former Band Councilor (4 yrs.), former Chief of Kinistin (8 yrs.) 
and former 4th Vice-Chief of the F.S.I.N (95-97). Married to Frances (Thomas) Scott, since 1974. Three children; Ian, Janice and Jon. 
Oldest son, Stacey passed away. 11 Grandchildren. Albert first came in contact with a wild turtle in the dessert going to Las Vegas 
(‘79) and last contact with a turtle was a trip to Santa Fe, New Mexico (2018). This big turtle was blocking the road. Albert received 
a turtle neck lace and a turtle shell over the years. My Elders give me a turtle song to sing in ceremony or sweat lodge. I came to 
realization that the turtle had teachings to offer. 

Turtle teachings 
 

Albert does a power point presentation and explains the “Spirit of the Turtle” teachings. Turtle is built to adjust to the water and 
land, the teachings here is to adapt to anything that comes your way. Turtle is built like a half circle to float on water, this talks 
about sacrifices. The turtle digs a hole in the ground, leaves its eggs. I am not talking about child abandonment or neglect! The 
turtle trusts the elements to grow up her children; fire (sun), water (ocean or lake), rock (Earth) and wind (air). The message is “it 
takes the whole community to raise a child”, we all have that responsibility to teach the children. The Turtle could only go forward, 
the message here, the turtle doesn’t look back, does things right in the first place, and doesn’t live in a world of regret. The turtle is 
a walking calendar, the markings mean something, add to one Kinōnowin (1 year), the message here is to be humble. These are 
some of the examples, because there are 13 power point slides and they all have a message. This is grassroots Land based 
education, you can’t find on internet. Learning the meaning of the Turtle teachings. Everything around us has a purpose and 
meaning. Colonized people will get their eyes opened. Learn a different worldview. Indigenize your mind. 
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